Fox the Tiger By Corey R. Tabor

Home Activities and Virtual Links
Winner of the 2019 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award! Fun-loving, mischievous Fox wishes he were a tiger. Tigers are big and fast and sneaky. So he decides to become one! Soon Turtle and Rabbit are joining in the fun. But will Fox want to be a tiger forever? In Fox the Tiger, this winning trickster character and his animal friends learn that the best thing to be is yourself.

Fox the Tiger is a My First I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for shared reading with a child. Other Fox books include: Fox Is Late, Fox and the Jumping Contest, and Fox and the Bike Ride.

- Corey R. Tabor - visit the author's website and learn more about his collection of works about Fox and other fun animals!
- Corey R. Tabor's Geisel Award Acceptance Speech - Delivered in June 2019 at the American Library Association Annual Conference
- Kids Book Read Aloud - Fox the Tiger by Corey R. Tabor

Text-to-Self Connections: Fox wants to be a tiger; how about your student? Students can talk about, write or draw what they want to be. Encourage your student to think about and share what they love about being themselves. Help them to talk about or write and draw a picture about what makes them special.

Students Can Learn More About These Mammals and Their Habitats in Nature:
- National Geographic Kids Information Pages: Red Fox and Tiger
- Easy Science for Kids: Fun Facts About Foxes for Kids
- Did you know that there are other species of foxes that live in climates different from our own? Learn about the Arctic Fox
- Nat Geo Kids: 10 Terrific Tiger Facts for Kids

Enjoyed this story and want to explore more books from author Corey Tabor? Visit the Library or enjoy these links:
- Author Corey Tabor Reads Mell Fell
- Snail Crossing by Corey R. Tabor| READ ALOUD | CHILDREN'S BOOK

These resources were prepared by GELF's Educator Advisory Council, a group of 28 Tennessee educators, to encourage engagement with the K-3 Home Library books distributed to students over the summer.

Access more resources at BookersBookClub.org/Activities